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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
 
 
EXTENSION OF A QUATERNARY-ACTIVE SHEAR ZONE ACROSS THE 
REELFOOT FAULT STEPOVER ARM: EVIDENCE FROM P- AND SH-WAVE 
SEISMIC REFLECTION IMAGING 
 
Many seismic hazard source parameters such as slip rate, total displacement, 
strain accommodation, geographic fault location, etc. are poorly constrained in the New 
Madrid seismic zone (NMSZ). This is in large part due to the masking effect of the thick 
Mississippi embayment sediment package on seismogenic structures and features. 
Consequently, much of the subsurface geologic characterization needed for 
understanding seismic hazard sources requires geophysical imaging. Recent seismic 
reflection surveys 12 km NE of the Reelfoot Fault stepover arm of the NMSZ have 
suggested a northeast-oriented transpressional fault zone extending across the Reelfoot 
Fault stepover arm where its dextral displacement at seismogenic depth is unbalanced 
with the surface expression, the Reelfoot Scarp. New high-resolution seismic reflection 
surveys were acquired across the southwestern back projection of the hypothesized 
structure at a potential piercing point with the Reelfoot Fault near Proctor City, TN. The 
resultant images show steeply dipping northeast striking faults with uplifted and arched 
post-Paleozoic reflectors that extend into the Quaternary sediments, consistent with the 
findings of the previous surveys. The new imaged faults form a ~500-meter-wide positive 
flower structure, with vertical displacements of 16 m and 50 m at the top of the Eocene 
and top of the Paleozoic reflectors, respectively. Results corroborate the Axial Fault 
extending to the northeast, and provide geological evidence for Reelfoot Fault 
segmentation. Furthermore, the near-surface SH-wave seismic profiles show the through-
going shear deformation has continued into the Quaternary, thus indicating seismogenic 
strain has not been completely transferred to the Reelfoot Fault, providing additional 
evidence for accommodating the strain imbalance.  
 
KEYWORDS: New Madrid Seismic Zone, Transpressional Faulting, Seismic Reflection, 
Geotechnical Survey 
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 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Problem and Objectives 
The focus of this study was to investigate the potential piercing point of a 
through-going shear zone accommodation across the central stepover arm of the New 
Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ) (i.e. Reelfoot Fault) near Proctor City, TN, using high-
resolution seismic reflection methods. Epicentral and hypocentral patterns defining the 
Reelfoot Fault (RF), the most active arm of the NMSZ (Figure 1), suggest the fault has 
been segmented into two distinct planes at its intersection with the southern Axial Fault 
(AF) zone near this general location, including fault attitude changes and lateral offset of 
the two planes (Figure 2) (Chiu et al., 1992; Csontos and Van Arsdale, 2008; Pratt et al., 
2012). The lateral offset at seismogenic depth is ~11 km, whereas the Reelfoot scarp 
expresses only ~5.5 km of dextral offset, resulting in the strain accommodation 
imbalance (Figure 3) (Pratt et al., 2012).  
Within the area around the intersection of the AF and RF, previous investigations 
have found numerous faults (Frey, 1979; Hamilton and Zoback, 1982; Sexton and Jones, 
1986; Woolery et al. 1996; among others) including a set of up to five different zones of 
deformation (Odum et al., 1998) which were interpreted to be indicative of northeast 
oriented strike-slip faults accommodating shear between sub-parallel blocks of a 
partitioned RF (Figure 4). In general, research into the continuation of faults across RF is 
incomplete for several reasons including 1) a lack of instrumentally recorded 
microseismicity northeast of RF (Chiu et al., 1992; Csontos and Van Arsdale, 2008; 
Shumway, 2008), 2) a lack of geomorphic evidence of faulting northeast of RF (Woolery 
and Almayahi, 2014), 3) aeromagnetic evidence suggesting closing of the Reelfoot Rift to 
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the northeast of RF (Hildenbrand et al., 1982), and 4) the assumption that shear to the 
northeast of RF was accommodated along the New Madrid North fault (Chiu et al., 1992; 
Baldwin et al., 2005; Csontos and Van Arsdale, 2008). Several studies modeling fault 
interactions in the seismic zone suggest a northeastern extension of the AF (Tavakoli et 
al., 2010; Pratt, 2012) but lack field evidence for its existence. The most apparent 
location to begin investigating a through-going fault was at the intersection of the RF and 
the interpreted southern AF-related segments: the Ridgely and Cottonwood Grove faults 
(Figure 4) (Van Arsdale et al., 1998). However, geological and geophysical mapping 
determined there was no dextral offset associated with the structural intersection 
(Greenwood et al., 2016). 
A recent seismic reflection survey located 12 km northeast of the RF, near the 
community of Sassafras Ridge, KY, imaged faults showing evidence of dextral 
transpressional displacement within the hypothesized shear zone defined by Pratt et al. 
(2012) (Woolery and Almayahi, 2014). The “Sassafras Ridge faults” were correlated 
across a series of local reflection profiles, as well as a low-resolution industry seismic 
reflection survey located along the projected northeast strike for an additional 22 km 
(Figures 5, 6, and 7). The Woolery and Almayahi (2014) interpretation of a “flower 
structure” (Figure 8) is consistent with previous fault styles observed in the hanging wall 
block (southwest) of the RF (Figure 4) (Odum et al., 1998). The strike was determined to 
be approximately N30°E (Woolery and Almayahi, 2014), however, support was lacking 
to extend the faults back (southwest for 12 km) to the RF. In order to confirm the regional 
scale of the Sassafras Ridge faults, the back azimuth of the determined strike was 
projected to the RF intersection, near the community of Proctor City, TN.  
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Analysis of LiDAR images in the Proctor City, TN area, coincident with the 
intersection of the back projected Sassafras Ridge faults with RF (Figure 9), revealed an 
abrupt discontinuity and displacement anomaly along the RF surface manifestation, the 
Reelfoot Scarp (RS). A zone of extensive deformation coincident with the RS, imaged on 
seismic reflection profiles along Eagle nest Road near Proctor City (Figure 10) (Sexton 
and Jones, 1986) was hypothesized as the most likely piercing point of the Sassafras 
Ridge faults. The back azimuth also crosses an east-west-oriented road (Levee Phillippy 
Road) midway between Sassafras Ridge, KY and Proctor City. These locations were 
selected for subsurface analysis of structural evidence of the hypothesized through-going 
shear zone using integrated compressional (P-) and horizontally polarized shear (SH-) 
wave seismic-reflection methods. The P-wave surveys were designed to image the top of 
the Cretaceous and Paleozoic unconformities for comparison to deformation imaged in 
other profiles (Sexton and Jones, 1986; Woolery and Almayahi, 2014).  The near-surface 
SH-wave surveys were designed to resolve the basal Quaternary/top of Eocene interface 
to evaluate potential Quaternary-active deformation. Evidence of deformation into 
Quaternary-time implies continuing through-going shear accommodation (i.e. motion on 
the faults has not been extinguished by recent RF activation). Specific study objectives 
include: 
1) Acquisition, processing, and interpretation of approximately 8 km of high-
resolution P- and SH-wave seismic reflection data near Proctor City and Phillippy, TN to 
constrain the attitude, deformation style, and temporal characteristics of subsurface 
structure associated with the southwestern extension of the Sassafras Ridge faults and 
their intersection with the RF. 
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2) Comparison of the style and extent of imaged structure with previously 
interpreted high-resolution seismic data acquired by Woolery and Almayhi (2014) and 
low-resolution industry seismic data near Wolf Island, MO. 
3) Evaluation of suspected deformation in the context of a NE extension of 
the AF zone as a through-going intersection with the RF stepover as hypothesized by 
Pratt et al. (2012). 
 
Figure 1 Location Map of the NMSZ. The epicentral pattern of the NMSZ (dark grey 
zone) is primarily located within the Reelfoot Rift (heavy black lines). The arm extending 
SW from the boxed location corresponds with the AF. The central, NW-striking 
seismicity pattern corresponds to the RF. The dashed grey box is the approximate 
boundary of Figures 2, 3, and 4. From Csontos et al. (2008) after modification by 
Woolery and Almayahi (2014). 
1.2 The New Madrid Seismic Zone 
The New Madrid seismic zone (NMSZ) controls much of seismic hazard in the 
central U.S. (Johnston and Schweig, 1996); however, many of the associated parameters 
such as slip rate, total displacement, strain accommodation, and geographic Quaternary-
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active fault location, etc. remain poorly constrained (e.g., Pratt, 1994, 2012; Schweig and 
Ellis, 1994; Cox et al., 2000; Van Arsdale, 2000; Tuttle et al., 2002; Calais et al., 2005, 
2010; Smalley et al., 2005; Calais and Stein, 2009; Pratt et al., 2012; Pryne et al., 2013). 
This is in large part due to the lack of geologic surface exposure in the region; most 
seismogenic structure is masked by thick sequences of Mississippi Embayment (ME) 
sediment with few surface manifestations. The lack of subsurface geologic control in the 
area northeast of the NMSZ’s highly active central step-over arm is greater due to the 
paucity of investigations having sampled or imaged the thick ME sediment package. 
 Stratigraphy of the NE Mississippi Embayment 
The stratigraphy of the ME is constrained by only a few deep boreholes; however, 
two boreholes penetrating the complete sediment overburden are in the near field of the 
study area and used as the primary control: the Kate Wright No. 1 (Figure 11) and the 
CUSSO borehole (Table 1) (Frey, 1979; Woolery et al., 2015). 
The bedrock contact in the NE embayment is a known unconformity between the 
Late Cretaceous McNairy sands and the Ordovician Knox supergroup carbonate, locally 
located at a depth of ~600 m (Van Arsdale and TenBrink, 2000). The McNairy Sand is ~ 
100 m thick, and its top is at ~500 m depth (Frey, 1979; Van Arsdale, 2000). Another 
unconformity exists at the top of the Cretaceous, between the McNairy Sands and the 
Paleocene Porter’s Creek Clay (Sexton and Jones, 1986; Van Arsdale and Tenbrink, 
2000). The unconformity marks a major regression (Van Arsdale and TenBrink, 2000), 
and is a prominent reflector in P-wave seismic reflection profiles in the New Madrid Area 
(e.g. Sexton and Jones, 1986; Woolery et al., 1996; Woolery and Almayahi, 2014). The 
Porter’s Creek clay is ~100 m thick locally (Frey, 1979). Overlying the Paleocene is the 
Eocene Wilcox Group: a package of silts, sands, and clays that is locally ~100 m thick 
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(Frey, 1979). Atop the Wilcox Group is the Eocene-aged Claiborne Group: a 200 m 
group of sand, silt, and clay sediments (Frey, 1979; Van Arsdale and TenBrink, 2000). 
Overlying the Claiborne Group is the 40 m thick Eocene Jackson formation (Frey, 1979), 
which exhibits alternating layers of silts, sands, and clays (Van Arsdale and TenBrink, 
2000). The top of the Jackson formation is another unconformity, overlain by the 
Quaternary Mississippi River Alluvium (Van Arsdale and TenBrink, 2000). The 
approximately 50-m thick Alluvium consists of a basal sandy gravel (Quaternary Basal 
Gravel) overlain by sands, silts, and clays (Saucier, 1994). 
Table 1 Generalized Stratigraphy of the NE NMSZ 
Formation Name 
Age Thickness 
(m) 
Depth to 
top (m) 
Alluvium Quaternary 40 m - 
Basal Gravel Quaternary 10-20 m 40 m 
Jackson Formation Eocene 40 m 60 m 
Claiborne Group Eocene 200 m 100 m 
Wilcox Formation Eocene 100 m 300 m 
Porter’s Creek Clay Paleocene 100 m 400 m 
Clayton-McNairy Formations Cretaceous 100 m 500 m 
Knox Supergroup (Bedrock) Ordovician - 600 m 
 Seismotectonic History 
Most of the contemporary seismicity in the NMSZ is attributed to strain energy 
release along reactivated faults associated with the late Precambrian to early Cambrian 
Reelfoot Rift; part of a system of failed rift faults that resulted from crustal extension 
caused by the breakup of supercontinent Rodinia and the opening of the Iapetus Ocean 
(Figure 1) (Ervin and McGinnis, 1975; Thomas, 1991, 2014). The Reelfoot Rift underlies 
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the previously described sediments (Table 1) (Van Arsdale and TenBrink, 2000) of the 
southwest-plunging Mississippi Embayment, interpreted to be a re-entrant basin 
containing mostly shallow marine and fluvial sediments (Cox and Van Arsdale, 2002). 
The initial Reelfoot Rift extensional faults have been reactivated in more recent 
times by a roughly east-west compressional stress regime (Hurd and Zoback, 2012), with 
the primary stress axis striking at a non-normal incidence with the main faults of the 
NMSZ (Liu et al., 1992). Although the majority of the earthquakes in the NMSZ are 
small magnitude events, historic and paleoseismic records indicate that there have been 
numerous large magnitude (M7+) earthquake sequences or “clusters” occuring as 
recently as 1450 and 1811-1812 (Johnston and Schweig, 1996; Tuttle, 2002). The winter 
1811-1812 sequence consisted of at least three M7+ earthquakes and 200+ aftershocks 
that could be felt as far away as Washington, D.C. (Fuller, 1912; Nuttli, 1973; Street, 
1982; Johnston and Schweig, 1996). Although the driving mechanism behind the large 
amount of seismic energy released remains enigmatic for the NMSZ, numerous 
hypotheses have been presented on the topic, including, but not limited to: time variations 
in fault strength (Calais and Stein, 2009), Pleistocene deglaciation (Grollimund and 
Zoback, 2001), Pleistocene erosion (Calais et al., 2010), a sinking mafic body (Pollitz et 
al., 2001), earthquake-induced loading of other faults (Schweig and Ellis, 1994), and a 
weak lower crustal zone (Kenner and Segall, 2000). 
1.3 Primary Faults in the NMSZ 
Previous seismic reflection imaging (Sexton and Jones, 1986; Woolery et al., 
1996; Odum et al., 1998; Pratt et al., 2012) and earthquake epicentral/hypocentral 
locations (Chiu et al., 1992; Pujol et al., 1997) indicate there are many faults comprising 
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the northeast NMSZ (Figures 2 and 3). However, concentrated hypocentral patterns in the 
NMSZ suggest there are four major arms of seismicity, three of which converge near the 
town of New Madrid, MO (Figure 1) (Chiu et al., 1992). The four arms coincide with 
four primary fault planes of the NMSZ: the west-striking sinistral strike-slip Risco Fault, 
two northeast-striking dextral strike-slip systems [Axial Fault (AF); New Madrid North 
Fault (NMNF)], and a NW-striking compressional left-stepping restraining bend that 
accommodates differential strain between the two sub-parallel dextral fault systems (Chiu 
et al., 1992; Csontos and Van Arsdale, 2008; Pratt et al., 2012).  
 The Axial Fault and Blytheville Arch 
The AF and its associated structure, the Blytheville Arch, form a 110 km NE-
trending structural and topographic high from Marked Tree, AR, to the AF’s intersection 
with the RF at Reelfoot Lake (Hamilton and Zoback, 1982; Chiu et al., 1992; Van 
Arsdale et al., 1998; Pratt et al., 2012). The northeast-striking AF is coincident with the 
axial center of the Reelfoot rift and NMSZ (Pratt et al., 2012). The Blytheville Arch’s 
origin has been reinterpreted several times (Pratt et al., 2012). First identified as a 
compressive structure with some dextral motion (Howe and Thompson, 1984; Howe, 
1985), alternate hypotheses have included an igneous intrusion (Crone et al., 1985) or 
sediment diapir (McKeown et al., 1990). The most recent interpretation is that the 
Blytheville arch is a large “flower structure” within a strike-slip system (Pratt et al., 
2012). This interpretation is based on evidence of a structure characterized by a horst 
block bounded by strike-slip faults with an oblique component of slip due to the imposed 
non-normal primary compressive stress in the NMSZ forming an elongated structural 
uplift or transpressive flower structure (Figure 8; McClay and Bonora, 2001; Pratt et al., 
2012). Pratt et al. (2012) suggests that the Blytheville arch is responsible for dextral 
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offset of several tectonic features in the NMSZ (Joiner Ridge, Crowley’s Ridge), 
indicating that long-term right-lateral motion was accommodated by the AF, with only a 
portion of this motion being accommodated as uplift along the RF. 
 The Reelfoot Fault and Lake County Uplift 
The primary RF-controlled structure within the NMSZ is the Lake County Uplift 
(LCU); a broad, tapering, curve-shaped topographic and structural high that is ~25 km 
wide (E-W), ~50 km long (N-S), and contains the Tiptonville Dome and the Ridgely 
Ridge (Figure 3) (Kelson et al., 1996; Purser and Van Arsdale, 1998). Trenching along 
the crest of the LCU suggests that the topographic uplift (10m) has formed within the last 
6 Ka (Russ, 1982; Purser and Van Arsdale, 1998). The LCU is bounded on its western 
flank by back thrusting associated with RF and on its eastern flank by the Reelfoot Scarp 
and Reelfoot Lake Basin, with the Reelfoot Scarp interpreted as a monoclonal flexure in 
Holocene fluvial sediments over the projection of the RF (Russ, 1982; Van Arsdale et al., 
1995; Purser and Van Arsdale, 1998). 
The Ridgely Ridge structural uplift is a SW-elongated structural high, stemming 
from the eastern flank of the southern part of Reelfoot Lake where faults bounding the 
uplift [Cottonwood Grove fault (CWG) and Ridgely fault] terminate with the RF (Figure 
3) (Purser and Van Arsdale, 1998; Greenwood et al., 2016). The CWG and Ridgely faults 
are interpreted to exhibit oblique-reverse dextral strike-slip offset, which has raised a 
horst block between the two faults in a manner consistent with a transpressional flower 
structure (Purser and Van Arsdale, 1998; Van Arsdale et al., 1998). 
The Tiptonville Dome structural uplift cradles the northwestern boundary of 
Reelfoot Lake and extends northwards for several km, following the strike of the RF 
towards New Madrid, MO (Purser and Van Arsdale, 1998). The dome does not express 
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the same SW elongation that the Ridgely Ridge does, but its location suggests that it may 
also be related to transpressional faulting in the vicinity of RF; it straddles several of the 
hanging wall tear fault zones imaged by Odum et al. (1998) in the vicinity of the AF-RF 
intersection (Figure 3). 
 Segmentation of the Reelfoot Fault 
The RF, a left-stepping restraining thrust has been hypothesized to be segmented 
into at least two distinct fault planes: the 48° southwest dipping Reelfoot South Fault 
(RSF) and the ~31° southwest dipping Reelfoot North Fault (RNF) (Figure 2) (Chiu et 
al., 1992; Pujol et al., 1997). The two faults are suggested to have differing paleoseismic 
records, with trenches on opposing sides of the AF/RF intersection showing evidence of 
different amounts of uplift and deformation style during the same earthquakes over the 
past 2400 years (Russ, 1982; Kelson et al., 1996). This is corroborated by different depths 
to the top of the seismogenic RF north and south of the AF intersection, along with 
variable vertical offset at those depths (Csontos and Van Arsdale, 2008). 
 In addition, the RNF and RSF are offset in a dextral manner by 11-12.5 km at 
depth (Figure 2) (Chiu et al., 1992; Pujol et al., 1997), but the surface manifestation of 
these faults, the Reelfoot Scarp, only displays ~5.5 km of dextral offset (Figure 4) (Pratt 
et al., 2012). This discrepancy suggests that accommodation prior to the Holocene was 
not completely transferred to the central RF stepover, but more likely continued to the 
northeast as strike-slip displacement along previously unidentified faults (Pratt et al., 
2012; Woolery and Almayahi, 2014). 
The segmentation is likely coincident with the intersection of the two most active 
seismogenic faults in the NMSZ (Pratt et al., 2012): the AF and the RF. The AF is a near 
vertical dextral strike-slip fault that splays into numerous individual fault strands in the 
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sediments of the Mississippi Embayment (Pratt et al., 2012). In the vicinity of the 
intersection of the AF and the RF, the CWG and Ridgely faults have been identified and 
linked with the seismogenic AF (Hamilton and Zoback, 1982; Odum et al., 1998; Mueller 
and Pujol, 2001), although the RF has been shown to lack dextral offset at the 
intersection (Greenwood et al., 2016).  
 
 
Figure 2 Hypothesized segmentation of the Reelfoot Fault as identified by Chiu et al. 
(1992). (A) General location and epicentral pattern of the central NMSZ with cross-
sectional lines indicated. (B) Cross section B-B’ showing the seismogenic 31° dipping 
RNF. (C) Cross section E-E’ showing the seismogenic 48° dipping RSF. (D) Comparison 
of the dip and lateral position of the two fault planes. Location map and cross sections 
from Chiu et al. (1992), comparison figure from Pratt et al. (2012). 
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Figure 3 Map of the Central NMSZ modified from Pratt et al. (2012) showing the 
hypothesized through-going shear zone. General study locations are marked (red stars), 
along with survey locations from Woolery and Almayahi (2014) (black stars). The 
bottom right inset is the same as in figure 2D. The scarp (heavy black line) has been 
traced and interpreted by Pratt et al. (2012) to show roughly half (~5.5 km) of the dextral 
offset between RNF and RSF that is present at seismogenic depth. Pratt et al. (2012) 
suggest the hypothesized shear zone is located between the heavy dashed lines. 
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Figure 4 Tear faulting and structures within the hanging wall block of the RF from Odum 
et al. (1998). F1-F5: tear faults. Red stars: survey locations investigating the northeastern 
extension of the Axial shear zone. The large grey shaded area is the Lake County Uplift. 
The elongated textured zones to the west of Proctor City and between the Cottonwood 
Grove and Ridgely Fault are the Tiptonville dome and Ridgely ridge, respectively. The 
dashed grey lines are the hypothesized shear zone extension of Pratt et al. (2012). 
 
1.4 Previous Studies 
Chiu et al. (1992)’s hypocentral determination initially illuminated the spatial 
distribution and improved focal mechanisms of the central NMSZ. Their work provided 
the first evidence for the potential segmentation of the RF (Figure 2). After identification 
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of discrepancies between the RNF and RSF by Chiu et al. (1992), a series of studies 
investigated the relationship between the AF and RF around Reelfoot Lake, where the 
two faults intersect (e.g. Kelson et al., 1996; Pujol et al., 1997; Odum et al., 1998). 
Several authors attempted to correlate the anomalous shape of the scarp around Proctor 
City with interpreted faults in the subsurface (e.g. Sexton and Jones, 1986; Pujol et al., 
1997; Odum et al., 1998). Odum et al. (1998) presented evidence for numerous northeast 
trending strike-slip faults in the hanging wall of RF showing evidence of oblique slip 
(Figure 4). These faults were interpreted to partition the hanging wall block of the RF 
into several independent blocks (Odum et al., 1998), but a continuation of these faults to 
the northeast of RF was not investigated further until recently. In general, the lack of 
surficial deformation or a micro-seismicity pattern to the northeast of the RF led to the 
interpretation that the RF was the northeastern terminus of the AF seismicity (Shumway, 
2008; Csontos and Van Arsdale, 2008; Csontos et al., 2008; Pratt et al., 2012). 
However, recent evidence supports the interpretation of a northeastern extension 
of the AF. Shumway (2008) showed clustering of micro-seismicity hypocenters along 
N~30°E linear trends (faults) to the northeast of RF, with focal mechanisms suggesting 
motion on the previously unidentified faults was caused by the same stress regime as the 
NMSZ to the southwest. In addition, identification of liquefaction features suggestive of 
strong ground motion at least 20 km to the northeast of RF also suggest a northeastern 
extension of the seismic zone (Saucier, 1991; Li et al., 1998). This evidence supports 
reinterpretation of faulting to the northeast of RF and suggests that studies in the area 
have not illuminated many active tectonic features (Li et al., 1998; Shumway, 2008; 
Pratt, 2012; Pratt et al., 2012). 
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Pratt et al. (2012) identified AF-induced dextral shearing of Crowley’s Ridge and 
Joiner’s Ridge with a magnitude of displacement that correlates well with the observed 
offset between the RNF and RSF, and suggested long-term displacement has not been 
accommodated by the RF, but rather by the AF along a previously unidentified extension 
to the northeast of RF (Figure 3). Woolery and Almayahi (2014) imaged a set of steeply 
dipping faults (Sassafras Ridge faults) 12 km northeast of RF (CUSSO location- Figure 
7). Their seismic reflection profiles (Figure 5) show displaced Paleozoic to Quaternary 
reflecting boundaries in a manner consistent with transpressional faulting (Figure 8). 
Woolery and Almayahi (2014) used the local strike to extend the fault zone 10 km to the 
NE to its intersection with an industry seismic line (Wolf Island Location- Figure 7) 
where a structure with a similar style of deformation was interpreted (Figure 6).  
This study focuses on the back azimuth corridor between the Sassafras Ridge 
faults (Figure 5) and the RF piercing location (Figure 11) in order to confirm the 
existence of a Quaternary-active shear zone accommodation which cross-cuts the RF 
(Figure 3). In order to constrain the piercing location, we used a 1 m/pixel LiDAR image 
to qualitatively analyze the Reelfoot scarp (Figure 9). The LiDAR image was interpreted 
to show an anomalous bend in the scarp to the east of Proctor City, TN. The anomaly in 
the scarp coincided with a set of seismic reflection profiles (Figure 10) (Sexton and 
Jones, 1986). Sexton and Jones (1986) imaged deformation associated with RF and other 
unidentified faults in the T-series of seismic lines, which were low resolution mini-
vibroseis surveys completed in 1978 (Frey, 1979; Sexton and Jones, 1986). Specifically, 
qualitative analysis of the T-2 and T-6 profiles (locations on Figure 11; profiles on Figure 
10) suggests that the fault interpreted on the right-hand side of the profiles is actually a 
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~600 m wide zone of deformation. Both Frey (1979) and Sexton and Jones (1986) 
correlated the faults on the T-2 and T-6 profiles to indicate a northeastern trend (Figure 
5). We propose a reinterpretation of the discrete fault interpretation by Frey (1979) and 
Sexton and Jones (1986), and report evidence herein of near surface deformation that 
supports the interpretation that the AF zone pierces the RF at the Proctor City location 
and continues to the northeast of the RF, consistent with the findings of Woolery and 
Almayahi (2014) and hypothesized shear-zone accommodation of Pratt et al. (2012). 
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Figure 5 Stacked P-wave profiles of the east–west‐oriented lines at the CUSSO location 
indicated in Figure 4. Seismic line (a) was arrayed to target the deeper Cretaceous and 
Paleozoic stratigraphic horizons. Seismic line (b) was collected coincident with part of 
UK 1 using a shorter array spacing to better image the shallow stratigraphy and structure 
within the zone defined by the white dashed rectangle in (c) the interpreted profiles. A 
pop‐up structure, bounded by high‐angle faults A and B, crosses the Eocene boundary 
and deforms the base of the Quaternary sediment. These profiles were presented by 
Woolery and Almayahi (2014). 
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Figure 6 Dow Chemical Vibroseis line M‐21 oriented north–south along the Mississippi River floodplain in southeastern Missouri 
from Woolery and Almayahi (2014) (Wolf Island Location, Figures 3, 4, and 5). The enlarged 6 km area surrounds the point of 
structural intersection with the projected N30°E strike defined by the high‐resolution seismic‐reflection profiles (Figure 5). High‐angle 
upward‐splaying transpression faults similar to those identified in lines UK 1 (Figure 5) to UK 3 (Woolery and Almayahi, 2014) are 
exhibited at the projected structural intersection. The data are much lower resolution but reveal uplifted and antiformally warped 
Paleozoic and Cretaceous reflections similar to those imaged in the higher resolution data. From Woolery and Almayahi (2014). 
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Figure 7 Interpreted NE striking transpressional zone (dashed line) from Woolery and 
Almayahi (2014). Sassafras Ridge is the location of the CUSSO surveys presented in 
Figure 5. The Wolf Island location identifies the survey location of the industry seismic 
line presented in Figure 6. The Phillippy Road survey location is shown. Proctor City is 
roughly 7.5 km to the SW from the Phillippy Road location. Figure modified from 
Woolery and Almayahi (2014). 
 
 
Figure 8 Transpressional flower structure in map view, cross-section view, and in 3-D. 
From Woodcock and Rickards (2003) and Woodcock and Fischer (1986). 
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Figure 9 LiDAR image of the topography of Reelfoot Scarp used to constrain the Proctor City survey location. Shaded area is the 
hypothesized shear zone of Pratt et al. (2012). Seismic profile locations included for spatial context. Processed by Bill Haneberg in 
2018 for this study. 
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Figure 10 Seismic reflection profiles T-2 and T-6 from Sexton and Jones (1986) showing reinterpreted fault zones and their 
characteristic features. 
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Figure 11 Location map showing seismic survey locations; red indicating P-wave lines, 
orange indicating SH-wave lines (shown to scale). The location of the Kate Wright well 
is indicated by the black star labeled KW#1 (Sexton and Jones, 1986). Grey dashed lines 
are the hypothesized shear zone from Pratt et al. (2012). The green line represents 
Reelfoot scarp (dashed where inferred). 
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 METHODS 
2.1 Reflection Seismology 
Seismic reflection profiling uses an active energy source to produce elastic body 
waves for imaging subsurface features defined by boundaries separating media with 
contrasting elastic impedance. Because varying geologic characteristics correlate with 
changes in impedance, the method works in many environments, and is arguably the most 
popular geophysical method because of the resolution, depth penetration, and relative low 
cost (Sheriff and Geldart, 1995). The oil and gas industry has utilized seismic reflection 
methods since the late 1920’s to early 1930’s (Dragoset, 2005), but it was not until the 
late 1970’s to early 1980’s that the technique became common in shallow focus 
applications (Baker, 1999). Shallow seismic reflection is often used to identify faulting 
and deformation of shallow bedrock and sedimentary strata (Baker, 1999).  
The most common seismic reflection method is the common-midpoint method 
(CMP). This method provides sampling redundancy, called “fold,” by linear 
superposition of reflecting signals gathered from the same subsurface points along 
various source-to-receiver paths. The various paths will have different two-way travel 
times which must be corrected to a common travel time, the zero-offset time, using the 
normal-moveout time shift derived from the velocity model and source-to-receiver offset 
(Sheriff and Geldart, 1995). After correction for the normal-moveout time shift, sorting 
the traces by their CMP and then linearly superimposing (stacking) each CMP’s traces 
increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the data through constructive interference of in-
phase events while out-of-phase arrivals are decimated by destructive interference. 
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 Data Acquisition 
Successful near-surface imaging requires data recording within the optimum-
window (Hunter et al., 1984). The optimum window technique requires the geophone 
array to be placed at a distance from the receiver (“near offset”) so that the reflectors of 
interest are observed with minimum interference from coherent noise (Hunter et al., 
1984). At the same time, near vertical incidence with reflectors is desired, as wide-angle 
reflections can degrade the signal-to-noise ratio through effects such as phase reversals, 
lowering of frequency content, and amplitude anomalies (Harris, 1996). 
In compressional (P-) wave surveys, the optimum window is observed in the 
records between the refraction events and the ground roll, and is generally at a longer 
source-to-receiver offset for deeper reflections (Hunter et al., 1984; Woolery et al., 1996). 
The P-wave survey collected at the Phillippy Road location was collected with a 182 m 
near offset so that the array aperture provided the optimal window for imaging the top of 
the Cretaceous and the top of the Paleozoic bedrock reflection, found locally at 
approximate depths of 500 m and 600 m, respectively (Table 1).  
In horizontally polarized shear (SH-) wave surveys of low-velocity unlithified 
sediment, the optimum window is generally observed in seismograms later in time than 
the Love wave arrival, and in near source-to-receiver offsets (Woolery et al., 1996; 
Harris, 1996). For both P- and SH-wave surveys, the optimum window should be selected 
so that the targeted reflection events are observed over the largest X – T (Hunter et al., 
1984). In order to prevent wavelet phase, frequency, and amplitude changes caused by 
wide angle reflections and their interaction with the free surface, S-wave surveys must 
also consider the shear wave window in selecting the optimal window (Harris, 1996). For 
the SH-wave surveys presented here, near offsets of 1 m (T-6SH) and 0 m (Phillippy 
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Road SH) were selected in order to record shallow reflection events (e.g. Quaternary 
Gravel at ~40 m) with the maximum X – T window while limiting the negative effects of 
far offset reflections. Previous experience in the northeastern NMSZ suggests that the 
near offsets selected for the SH-wave surveys collected for this study provide optimal 
sampling coverage of the Quaternary and Eocene reflecting horizons (Table 1) while 
remaining in the shear wave window (Woolery et al., 1996; Harris, 1996). 
2.1.1.1 P-wave and SH-wave 
Seismic reflection methods utilize the two seismic body waves in order to sample 
and image the subsurface. Each wave type has its benefits and pitfalls. P-waves are 
compressional waves which travel with a higher velocity and have higher frequency 
content than S-waves, allowing P-waves to image deeper reflections at higher resolutions 
(Sheriff and Geldart, 1995). S-waves are transverse waves where the particle motion is 
perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation (Sheriff and Geldart, 1995). S-waves 
are further categorized by vertical (SV-) and horizontal (SH-) polarization. SH-waves are 
preferred to SV-waves because they do not undergo mode conversion during partitioning 
at ideal impendence boundaries (Sheriff and Geldart, 1995). 
S-waves have a major advantage in geotechnical applications because they are 
“framework waves” which sample the velocity of the lithology in water saturated 
environments and offer expanded optimum window X – T coverage in shallow aperture 
surveys due to decreased velocity (Woolery et al., 1993; Harris, 1996; Woolery and 
Street, 2002; Harris, 2009). Increasing the temporal window allows for easier 
identification of the different events in the recordings, while shifting the spatial window 
to the nearer offsets minimizes wide-angle reflection effects such as phase conversion or 
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interference with other signals in the record (Hunter et al., 1984; Woolery and Street, 
2002). P-waves are fluid sensitive and will record the velocity of water until the interval 
velocity of the lithology exceeds the P-wave velocity of water (Sheriff and Geldart, 
1995). Woolery and Street (2002) estimate resolution in water saturated sediments can be 
improved by 2 to 3 times by using SH-wave methods rather than P-wave methods. 
Increased resolution in the shallow, saturated subsurface is important in the NMSZ 
because of the small offset expected of faults in the shallow subsurface (e.g. Woolery et 
al., 1993, 1996; Harris, 1996). 
2.1.1.2 Seismic Sources 
Sources in geotechnical surveys range in size: from vibroseis trucks to small 
hammers and metal plates. P-wave surveys targeting deeper reflectors will employ larger 
sources, such as explosives, large weight drops, vibroseis trucks and mini-sosie tampers 
(e.g. Sexton and Jones, 1986), while small hammer impact sources have become more 
common in shallow SH-wave investigations (e.g.s Harris, 1996, 2009; Woolery et al., 
1993, 1996, 2002).  
The Phillippy Road P-wave line was collected with an EG&G WDA-T885 
“Dynasource” vertically oriented vacuum-assisted 45 kg weight drop (Miller et al., 1986; 
Woolery et al., 1999). This device uses vacuum assistance to accelerate the weight 
downward from a height of ~2.5 m into a hardened aluminum anvil (Woolery et al., 
1999). The T-6 P-wave line presented by Sexton and Jones (1986) was collected using 
four vibroseis trucks. Vibroseis trucks utilize a “sweep” signal: a frequency-modulated 
vibroseis signal input into the ground (Yilmaz, 2001). Sampling redundancy was 
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achieved in the field by completing numerous vertical stacks or vibroseis “sweeps” at 
each shot point prior to moving to the next shot point (Table 2).  
The two SH-wave lines (Phillippy and T-6SH) were both collected by impacting 
the flange of a 5.5 kg I-beam. The I-beam was oriented perpendicular to the geophone 
array (SH-mode), with the flanges placed into slit trenches dug into the ground to couple 
the source with the Earth (Hasbrouck, 1987). Several steps were taken to improve data 
quality in the field for these SH-wave surveys. To improve sampling redundancy, several 
impacts were completed at each shot point and stacked to produce each field record 
(Table 2). In addition, to ensure that the reflection events recorded in these SH-wave 
surveys were not SV- or P- events, polarity reversals (i.e. impacting the opposite flange 
of the I-beam) were completed and stacked in the field recordings. This technique 
effectively removes non-SH-wave reflections that may bias interpretations (Woolery et 
al., 1993; 1996). 
2.1.1.3 Geophones 
Geophones translate seismic energy into electrical voltage which is transmitted to 
the seismograph via a take-out cable (Sheriff and Geldart, 1995). The geophones used 
during collection of the data sets processed for this study were moving-coil type 
geophones. These phones contain a wire coil suspended in a magnetic field by a spring. 
As the geophone is moved by seismic energy, the coil remains relatively stationary while 
the motion of the magnetic field generates voltage across the coil, with the voltage being 
proportional to the amount of seismic energy when the signal is above the natural 
frequency of the geophone (Sheriff and Geldart, 1995). The natural frequency of a 
geophone is determined by the corner frequency and damping of the phone. The 
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geophones selected for the surveys collected for this study were 40 Hz P-wave phones 
and 30 Hz horizontally oriented SH-wave phones (Table 2). Selection of these phones 
was based upon previous experiences in the northeastern NMSZ (Woolery et al., 1993, 
1996). The geophones were deployed in an end-on source-to-receiver configuration of 48 
in-line geophones, coupled to the ground using three-inch spikes attached to the bottom 
of the phones. The 30 Hz SH-wave phones have a bubble level for assuring perpendicular 
coupling with the ground surface, as well as an indicator arrow to ensure the orientation 
of each phone is consistent. The take-out cables have adaptors for geophone connection 
at set intervals (station interval, group interval, Δ-geophone), with selection of the 
optimal geophone interval for a survey depending upon the aperture of the survey and the 
desired spatial resolution (Table 2). 
2.1.1.4 Seismograph 
The recording device for the surveys collected for this study was a Geometrics 
Stratavisor NZ-series, 24-bit seismograph. This device features 144 dB of dynamic range 
and can record with up to 64 channels. The Phillippy Road data sets were both collected 
with 60 Hz notch filters in order to eliminate the noise created by close-proximity power 
lines. With no power lines along the T-6 SH-wave survey’s length, no filters were applied 
during acquisition. 
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Table 2 Acquisition parameters for the seismic profiles discussed and presented here. 
Acquisition Parameters 
Survey T-6 (’78) T-6 SH (2018) Phil-P (‘98) Phil-S (‘98) 
Source Vibroseis 1.4 kg hammer 
45 kg Vacuum- 
Assisted Weight 
Drop 
3.6 kg 
hammer 
Mode P-wave SH-wave P-wave SH-wave 
Record Length 2.048 s 1.024 s 1.024 s 1.024 s 
Sample Interval 4 ms 0.25 ms 0.5 ms 0.5 ms 
Δ-Geophone 61 m 1 m 6 m 4 m 
Δ-Shot 61 m 1 m 6 m 4 m 
Near-offset 182 m 1 m 213 m 0 m 
Fold 24 6 12 6 
Geophone 4.5 Hz (?) 30 Hz 40 Hz 30 Hz 
Shots/Station 15 ±3 5 ±5 
2.2 Seismic Data Processing 
The goal of seismic processing is to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
recorded data (Baker, 1999) in order to resolve an image of the subsurface while avoiding 
pitfalls associated with over- or under-processing. Near-surface seismic reflection data 
follow a similar processing routine to industry-scale data, but with either reduced or 
refocused parameters for each individual process (Baker, 1999). Processing Parameters 
for the Phillippy P-wave, Phillippy SH-wave, and T-6 SH-wave data sets can be found in 
Tables 3, 4, and 5, respectively. 
After recording, these field data were processed on a Core vPRO 2-based 
microcomputer using VISTA 2016 commercial seismic-processing software. The data 
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sets were first reformatted into SEG-Y (Barry et al., 1975) files before having survey 
parameters defined. The survey geometry parameters were written to the header files, 
noisy traces were deleted and muting of coherent noise was performed. After visual 
inspection of the killed and muted data sets for identification of reflection events (Figures 
12, 14a, and 15a), pre-stack processing to enhance our signal and decimate remaining 
noise was completed (Figures 13, 14b, and 15b). Frequency bandpass filtering is one of 
the mainstays of seismic signal processing, and increases the signal-to-noise ratio of a 
data set by passing the desired frequency band and rejecting signal outside of the selected 
band. In order to determine the optimal bandpass frequencies, the dominant frequencies 
for reflection events in each data set were determined from frequency spectrums. The 
dominant reflection frequencies were determined to be 46.5 Hz, 31.0 Hz, and 46.8 Hz for 
the T-6 SH, Phillippy SH, and Phillipy P data sets, respectively. Baker (1999) suggested 
the trial-and-error technique to qualitatively analyze the results of different near-surface 
processing parameters; using this method in combination with the knowledge gleaned 
from frequency analysis informed selection of the optimal filter for each data set. 
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Figure 12 Field Shot Gathers from the Phillippy Road P-wave data set. 
 
After determination and application of the optimal frequencies for bandpass 
filtering, the data sets were scaled using primarily automatic gain control (AGC). Data 
scaling is necessary because (1) the amplitude of a wavelet is inversely proportional to its 
distance from the source and (2) higher frequencies attenuate faster than lower 
frequencies (Baker, 1999; Yilmaz, 2001). Reflection signals typically have higher 
frequency content and much lower recorded amplitude than coherent noise (ground roll, 
Love waves, etc.) (Baker, 1999; Yilmaz, 2001). Along with this, low frequency noise, 
such as the Love wave in SH-wave records or the ground roll in a P-wave record, will 
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typically arrive at a different time window than the optimum window for the reflection 
events, thus allowing the noise to be isolated within one AGC window (Baker, 1999).The 
critical parameter selection for AGC is the time window length (Baker, 1999). The AGC 
process divides the recorded traces into user-defined time widows, calculates the 
normalized amplitude for each time window and then scales each time window to a single 
normalized amplitude value for the entire record (Yilmaz, 2001). An effective AGC 
window length should increase the amplitudes of low amplitude, high frequency 
reflection events, while reducing the amplitude of high amplitude, low frequency noise 
such as the Love wave (Yilmaz, 2001). 
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Figure 13 Preprocessed Phillippy P-wave data set. The records presented in this figure are 
the same as those in figure 12 after preprocessing. 
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Figure 14 Examples from the Phillippy Road SH-wave data set of A) field shot gathers 
and B) those same data after preprocessing. 
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Figure 15 Examples from the T-6 SH-wave data set of A) field shot gathers and B) those 
same data after preprocessing. 
 
After filtering and gain adjustment, these data were filtered again, this time with a 
frequency-wavenumber (f-k) filter. These filters do well with high signal-to-noise ratio 
data that have reflection events and coherent noise events that are easily distinguishable 
from one another (Baker, 1999). In addition to identifying events in the f-k domain 
(Figures 16, 17, and 18), Baker (1999) suggests designed filter rejection zones should be 
symmetrical about the zero-wavenumber axis (Baker, 1999). The applied filters were 
relatively consistent across the seismic data sets processed for this study, where the 
rejected f-k space was triangular in shape (Figure 18) and mirrored across the 0.0 
wavenumber axis (Baker, 1999). Results of f-k filter application is shown in Figures 19, 
20, and 21. 
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Figure 16 F-k spectrum characterization for the Phillippy Road P-wave data set. The air 
blast (opaque zones) and ground roll (black dashed box) have been identified. The main 
reflectors are shown in the dashed white box. 
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Figure 17 F-k spectrum characterization of Phillippy Road SH-wave data set. The dashed 
box contains the majority of reflection events within the records. 
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Figure 18 F-k spectrum characterization for the T-6 SH-wave data set. The main 
reflection events are contained within the dashed hexagon. The shaded area defines the 
designed filter and is consistent with the designed f-k filters created across all three data 
sets processed for this project. 
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Figure 19 Example of the results of F-K filter application to the Phillippy P-wave data 
set. 
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Figure 20 Example of the results of F-K filter application to the Phillippy SH-wave data 
set. 
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Figure 21 Example of the results of F-K filter application to the T-6 SH-wave data set. 
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The f-k filtered data were used to construct a common velocity stack (CVS), 
common offset gathers, and velocity semblance in order to derive a velocity model for 
each data set. Synchronization of the semblance plot, offset gathers, CMP gathers, and 
CVS allowed for interactive selection of velocities for these data in Vista16’s interactive 
velocity picker (Figures 22, 24, and 26). It is assumed that the interactive velocity 
measurements are the same as normal-move-out velocities when there are not large 
structural dips (> 10°), otherwise dip moveout should be considered (Baker, 1999). 
Previous studies suggest that dip moveout is not necessary because of the shallow dip 
angles observed in local seismic profiles (e.g. Figure 10; Sexton and Jones, 1986; Odum 
et al., 1998; Woolery and Almayahi, 2014).  
NMO corrections are necessary to create a stacked subsurface image. The 
corrections are based upon the constructed velocity models and detailed mathematical 
treatment of the corrections can be found in Yilmaz (2001). NMO is the difference 
between a zero offset (vertical incidence) arrival and the arrival time recorded as a 
function of shot-to-receiver distance and the vertical distance to the reflecting horizon 
(Baker, 1999). In other words, normal moveout is the “traveltime difference between the 
recorded traveltime for a reflection of a source-receiver pair with some separation and the 
traveltime from the same reflector if the source and receiver were at the same spatial 
position” (Baker, 1999). Corrections for this increased traveltime cause degradation of 
the wavelet because of differences in the NMO time between the onset and termination of 
the reflection wavelet. These effects, as noted by Yilmaz (2001) and Miller (1992), are 
most severe on shallow reflections at long source-to-receiver offsets. NMO stretch 
muting prevents reflection events that have been severely distorted by the NMO 
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correction from being stacked (Miller, 1992; Baker, 1999). In addition, refraction and 
other noise events which do not fit the velocity model should be distorted beyond the 
selected NMO stretch mute allowance (Baker, 1999), otherwise unwanted events may be 
incorrectly stacked which can affect interpretations (Miller, 1992). Long offset reflection 
events could represent meaningful information in some seismic profiles, so Miller (1992) 
recommends optimization of the stretch mute length and taper in order to preserve 
amplitude and frequency qualities of the reflection wavelet by qualitative analysis of 
signal-to-noise ratio versus wavelet distortion. This process was completed within 
VISTA16’s interactive velocity picker, allowing for simultaneous adjustments to velocity 
picks and NMO stretch mute length with a real-time NMO corrected record. Stretch 
mutes determined for use in this project vary between 15-20%, which is consistent with 
recommendations in literature (typically less than 30%; Miller, 1992; Baker, 1999). The 
velocity model was output from the velocity selection process, interval velocities were 
smoothed to avoid signal stretches due to sharp velocity changes (Yilmaz, 2001), and 
NMO corrections were calculated and applied to the f-k filtered data to produce NMO 
corrected records (Figures 23, 25, and 27), which display the reflection events adjusted to 
zero-offset times using the defined velocity model. 
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Figure 22 Example velocity analysis panel for the Phillippy Road P-wave records. 
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Figure 23 Example of NMO-corrected data from the Phillippy P-wave survey. Coherent 
reflection events have been flattened to a zero-offset time based upon the velocity model 
produced from velocity analysis (Figure 22).
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Figure 24 Example Velocity analysis panel from VISTA16 for the Phillippy SH-wave data set. A) semblance velocity B) offset gather 
C) common velocity stack (CVS). 
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Figure 25 Example of NMO-corrected data from the Phillippy SH-wave survey. Coherent 
reflection events have been flattened to a zero-offset time based upon the velocity model 
produced from velocity analysis (Figure 24).
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Figure 26 Example Velocity analysis panel from VISTA16 for the T-6 SH-wave data set. A) semblance velocity B) offset gather C) 
common velocity stack (CVS). 
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Figure 27 Example of NMO-corrected data from the T-6 SH-wave survey. Coherent 
reflection events have been flattened to a zero-offset time based upon the velocity model 
produced from velocity analysis (Figure 26). 
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Prior to stacking, a residual statics correction was calculated and applied to the 
data sets. Different statics corrections account for different sources of variability in 
reflection event traveltime. Statics corrections account for long- and short-wavelength 
spatial variations of reflection arrival times. The causes of the variations include: 
elevation variation along the length of the profile (elevation statics), overburden thickness 
and velocity changes (refraction statics), and short-wavelength variations of the near 
surface velocity which may be spatially aliased by even the smallest of geophone 
spacings (residual statics)(Baker, 1999; Yilmaz, 2001). Elevation and refraction statics 
account for long wavelength variations, defined as variations whose wavelength is longer 
than the receiver spread (Baker, 1999). The seismic surveys presented here did not 
warrant elevation statics correction because of the lack of topographic relief along the 
survey length. Refraction statics attempt to correct for shallow velocity and geometry 
variations by shifting refractions to a linear moveout velocity based on the assumption 
that refractions should be linear arrivals in X – T plots and any static shift present in 
records is caused by deviations in the velocity structure above the refracting interface 
(Baker, 1999). The SH-wave data sets are targeting weathering zone targets, and 
refractions were difficult to identify due to contamination by the Love wave in most 
records, so refraction statics were not completed on the data. The choice of residual 
statics was based upon previous experiences (Harris, 1996; Woolery et al., 1993, 1996, 
1999) in the NMSZ suggesting that residual statics were typically successful in increasing 
the signal-to-noise ratio of data sets, along with qualitative analysis of NMO-corrected 
and stacked data both with, and without residual statics corrections. Again, the 
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parameters for the residual statics corrections were refined using the trial-and-error 
technique recommended by Baker (1999) (Tables 3, 4, and 5). 
After qualitatively analyzing the T-6 SH-wave data set and observing the fair 
signal-to-noise ratio of these data, we decided to complete additional pre-processing 
procedures to attempt to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Although the assumptions 
underlying the procedure are typically violated in shallow seismic reflection 
investigations (Steeples and Miller, 1998), Yilmaz (2001) suggests deconvolution prior to 
stacking can improve the signal-to-noise ratio of reflection data set by removing short-
period noise and compressing the basic wavelet. Woolery and Almayahi (2014) had 
success applying deconvolution processes to their data sets, so similar processes were 
applied and then optimized through the trial-and-error technique for application to the T-
6 SH-wave data set (Table 5). Vista16’s autocorrelation function recommended an 
operator length of 60 ms and qualitative analysis of different lengths suggested that 60 ms 
was optimal. The prediction, spiking, and zero-phase deconvolution processes were 
completed on the T-6 SH-wave data set, with qualitative analysis suggesting that 
predictive deconvolution with an operator lag of 18-22 ms was optimal for these data.  
The datasets were bandpass filtered a final time to remove any noise added 
beyond the desired frequency band before being stacked together. All of the stacked 
sections were then depth migrated using their respective velocity models. The depth 
migration completed on these data was a time to depth conversion using the produced 
velocity model (Yilmaz, 2001).  Depth migrating these sections allowed for stratigraphic 
correlation and confirmation of accuracy of these data. With limited borehole control 
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within the footwall block of the RF, the depth sections are an approximation of the true 
depth to the interpreted horizons. 
Table 3 Processing parameters for the Phillippy Road P-wave processing routine. 
Processing Step Process Parameters 
Reformat SEG-Y to VISTA16 Internal 
Geometry Geometry definition 
Trace Kill Noisy trace killing 
Trace Mute Top and Surgical muting 
Taper mute zones by 4 samples 
Ormsby Band-Pass 30/40/100/120 Hz 
Domain: frequency 
Mute restore after filter 
AGC 200 ms window 
Skip initial hard zero 
FK-filter F-K designed filter file 
Power: 1.00 
Trace Smooth: 7 
Frequency Smooth: 5 
F-K operation: reject 
Ormsby Bandpass 
Filter 
20/30/100/120 Hz 
Domain: Frequency 
Mute restore after filter 
NMO Correction File: Velocity model from Velocity Analysis 
Velocity Percent: 100% 
Stretch mute: 15% 
Mute taper: 4 samples 
Scan from bottom for stretch mute 
Mute velocity inversions 
Residual Statics Statics file application: 4 iteration calculation, 5 ms 
max first shift, 24 ms max final shift 
Apply source static 
Apply receiver static 
Stack Stack: 1 / (N + 1) Common mid-points stack 
CMP stack geometry header update: On 
Depth Conversion Time to depth conversion from input velocity model 
from velocity analysis 
Smoothers:  
Time: 30 ms; Bins: 10 (top) 50 (bottom) 
Increment: 0.25 m 
Output end: 1500 m 
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Table 4 Processing parameters for the Phillippy Road SH-wave processing routine. 
Processing Step Process Parameters 
Reformat SEG-Y to VISTA16 Internal 
Geometry Geometry definition 
Trace Kill Noisy trace killing 
Trace Mute Top and Surgical muting 
Taper mute zones by 4 samples 
Ormsby Band-Pass 20/30/80/100 Hz 
Domain: frequency 
AGC 150 ms window 
Skip initial hard zero 
FK-filter F-K designed filter file 
Power: 1.00 
Trace Smooth: 7 
Frequency Smooth: 5 
F-K operation: reject 
Ormsby Bandpass 
Filter 
20/30/80/100 Hz 
Domain: Frequency 
NMO Correction File: Velocity model from Velocity Analysis 
Velocity Percent: 100% 
Stretch mute: 15% 
Mute taper: 4 samples 
Scan from bottom for stretch mute 
Mute velocity inversions 
Stack Stack: 1 / (N + 1) Common mid-points stack 
CMP stack geometry header update: On 
Depth Conversion Time to depth conversion from input velocity model 
from velocity analysis 
Smoothers:  
Time: 30 ms; Bins: 10 (top) 50 (bottom) 
Increment: 0.1 m 
Output end: 150 m 
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Table 5 Processing parameters for the T-6 SH-wave processing routines. The shaded 
boxes were only completed on the deconvolution (decon) sections. 
Processing Step Process Parameters 
Reformat SEG-2 to SEG-Y format 
Geometry Geometry definition 
Trace Kill Noisy trace killing 
Trace Mute Top and Surgical muting 
Taper mute zones by 4 samples 
Ormsby Band-Pass 20/30/70/80 Hz 
Domain: frequency 
Data Scaling RMS Trim Median 
Output scale factor: 1.0 
Window: entire trace 
AGC 150 ms window 
Skip initial hard zero 
FK-filter F-K designed filter file 
Power: 1.00 
Trace Smooth: 7 
Frequency Smooth: 5 
F-K operation: reject 
Deconvolution Type: Predictive 
Operator Length: 60 ms 
Lag: 20 ms 
Pre-whitening: 1.0 
F-X Prediction 
Deconvolution 
Filter Length: 3 traces 
Design window: 12 traces 
Cut-off frequency: 60 Hz 
Power: 1.0 
Window: entire trace 
Ormsby Bandpass 
Filter 
20/30/70/80 Hz 
Domain: Frequency 
Mute restore after filter 
NMO Correction File: Velocity model from Velocity Analysis 
Velocity Percent: 100% 
Stretch mute: 16% 
Mute taper: 4 samples 
Scan from bottom for stretch mute 
Mute velocity inversions 
Stack Stack: 1 / (N + 1) Common mid-points stack 
CMP stack geometry header update: On 
Depth Conversion Time to depth conversion from input velocity model 
from velocity analysis 
Smoothers:  
Time: 30 ms; Bins: 10 (top) 50 (bottom) 
Increment: 0.1 m 
Output end: 150 m 
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 INTERPRETATIONS 
3.1 Phillippy P-wave 
The Phillippy Road P-wave line is a 12-fold, 650 trace profile consisting of 330 
shot points and totaling just under 2 km in total subsurface sampling length (Figures 28, 
29, and 30). It was acquired along a paved road (Levee Phillippy Rd) that is oriented east-
west in Phillippy, TN. The line was acquired by Woolery and others in 1998 but 
processed and interpreted here for the first time. Major reflection events occurring at 300-
400 ms, 550-600 ms, and 650-700 ms are the top of the Wilcox Group (identified as the 
Tertiary reflector), top of the Cretaceous, and top of the Paleozoic stratigraphic horizons, 
respectively (Table 1). The Paleozoic reflector is interpreted to be the top of bedrock, and 
beneath this horizon coherency decreases as our processing routine was not focused on 
resolving events beneath the bedrock contact. At each reflection event, we calculated a 
fold based upon the dominant frequency of the coherent event. We calculated both the 
vertical resolution (λ / 4 criteria) and the Widess resolution (λ / 8 criteria) (Widess, 1973) 
at each reflector; with calculated vertical resolutions of 5.2 m, 6.0 m, and 10.3 m, for the 
Tertiary, Cretaceous, and Paleozic reflectors, respectively (Table 6). 
Table 6 Resolvable and detectable limits for these Phillippy P-wave data. 
Reflection 
Event 
Dominant 
Frequency 
Resolvable 
limit (ft) 
(m) Detectable 
limit (ft) 
(m) 
Wilcox Group 
member 
85 Hz 17.1 5.2 8.5 2.6 
Cretaceous 
McNairy 
77 Hz 19.6 6.0 9.8 3.0 
Paleozoic Knox 
(bedrock) 
46 Hz 33.9 10.3 16.9 5.2 
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A primary zone of warped reflectors is interpreted between trace 290 and 450 on 
Figures 28, 29, and 30, forming a horst block containing antiformally arched reflectors. 
This zone is bound by faults that converge at depth, consistent with observed structures 
formed within analogue models of restraining bends in shear zones (Figure 10; McClay 
and Bonora, 2001), and the previously imaged faults of Woolery and Almayahi (2014). 
The interpretation of faulting is based upon abrupt change in dip, vertical offset, and/or 
coherency loss of reflection events in the profiles. Total displacements determined 
between the relatively flat-lying horizons west of Fault C and east of Fault B indicate 45 
m of east-side-up Paleozoic displacement, and 30 m of west-side-up Tertiary 
Displacement. 
Faults A and B fold the Paleozoic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary reflectors into a 
slightly asymmetrical anticline exhibiting 30 m of structural uplift across all of the 
reflectors in the profile. The structural uplift was determined by finding the depths to the 
limbs of the anticline directly inboard of the two faults (A and B) and subtracting the 
depth to the crest of the anticline at trace 390. Qualitative analysis of the Phillippy P-
wave profile indicates reactivation of an older structure, as evidenced by the inversion of 
fault displacements across different reflecting horizons within the profile and appearance 
of a graben containing antiformally arched horizons. At the Paleozoic reflection, east-
side-up displacement is exhibited across the profile, while the Cretaceous and Tertiary 
reflectors exhibit west-side-up displacement across the profile. 
In order to understand this apparent inversion of faults present in the profile, we 
determined layer thicknesses across the profile in order to assess whether any syn-
depositional faulting had occurred that may thin or thicken a layer. To the east of fault B, 
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the Cretaceous layer is 100 m thick, while to the west of fault B the layer is thickened to 
at least 150 m. Cretaceous-aged syndepositional normal faulting along fault B is 
interpreted to cause this observed thickening, indicating at least 50 m of west-side-down 
throw. Interpreted displacement for fault B at both the Cretaceous and Tertiary reflectors 
indicates no normal motion occurred at these horizons. Because the top of the Cretaceous 
horizon is an unconformable surface, both accurate estimation of offset and dating of 
subsequent reactivation of fault B as a compressional fault is difficult. However, the lack 
of variation in the structural amplitudes of the flower structure anticline coupled with the 
increased continuity of the Cretaceous and Tertiary reflectors across faults A and B 
suggests the transpressional flower structure was formed in post-Paleocene time. In 
addition, the Tertiary section does not vary considerably in thickness (~ 180 m thick) 
within the graben, the flower structure anticline, or to the east of Fault B, indicating that 
any displacement of the Tertiary section has been post-depositional.  
Fault A is a near vertical fault which shows evidence of reactivation over time, 
with 40 m of east-side-up vertical displacement at the Paleozoic Reflector. The fault 
extends through the Cretaceous and Tertiary reflectors but does not exhibit normal 
displacement of the Cretaceous or Tertiary reflector. Interference from a splay fault and 
diffraction patterns makes resolving vertical offset at the Cretaceous and Tertiary 
reflectors difficult for fault A, and qualitatively extending the reflectors to the fault 
suggests no discrete vertical offset of the reflectors. At these reflectors, the fault defines 
the change in dip between the gently (~2.5°) east-dipping strata to the west and the flower 
structure anticline to the east. Structural amplitude of the flower structure is ~30 m across 
all three reflection events.  
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Fault C is an 85° east dipping normal fault which vertically offsets the Paleozoic 
reflector by 20 m, east-side-down, but does not extend discretely into the post-Cretaceous 
sediments. The upward continuation of fault C (dashed line) forms a monoclinal flexure 
(a model is shown in Figure 31), with Cretaceous sediment draped over the bedrock step. 
The Cretaceous layer in the graben formed between faults C and A is ~170 m thick. The 
thickening of the Cretaceous within the graben was caused by syn-depositional normal 
motion of both faults: 20 m of Paleozoic displacement across the two faults is mirrored 
by 20 m of Cretaceous thickening within the graben. The small variation between the dip 
of the shallow reflectors across fault C corroborates the interpretation that the fault was 
not active into post-Cretaceous time, because active faulting would cause (a) offset of 
reflection events, (b) dip reversal or variations, or (c) variations in thickness of the post-
Cretaceous sediments between faults C and A. 
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Figure 28 Un-interpreted Phillippy P-wave stacked time profile. Reflection events are located between 300-400 ms, 550-600 ms, and 
650-700 ms are the top of a member of the Wilcox Group, top of the Cretaceous, and top of the Paleozoic stratigraphic horizons, 
respectively. 
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Figure 29 Un-interpreted Phillippy P-wave stacked depth profile. Reflection events are located between 300-350 m, 500-550 m, and 
600-700 m are the top of a member of the Wilcox Group, top of the Cretaceous, and top of the Paleozoic stratigraphic horizons, 
respectively. 
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Figure 30 Interpreted Phillippy P-wave stacked depth profile. Faults A, B, and C are defined by vertical offset and folding of adjacent 
reflection events in the profile. The dashed lines indicate interpreted splay faults. Stratigraphic correlation represented on the profile 
correspond to: (Tw) top of the Tertiary Wilcox Group, (K) top of the Cretaceous McNairy Sands, and (Pz) top of the Paleozoic 
bedrock.  
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Figure 31 Analogue representations of sediment draping over a bedrock step.  From Hardy and McClay (1999).
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3.2 Phillippy SH-wave 
The Phillippy Road SH-wave line is a 6-fold, 228 trace profile consisting of 109 
shot points and totaling 456 m in total subsurface sampling length (Figues 32, 33, and 
34). These data were acquired along a paved road that is oriented east-west in Phillippy, 
TN; coincident with trace 220-360 of the Phillippy P-wave line presented within this 
study (Figure 35). The profile provides shallow subsurface coverage over the western 
bounding fault of the transpressional feature interpreted from the coincident Phillippy 
Road P-wave profile.  The line was collected by Woolery in 1998, but processed and 
interpreted here for the first time. Major reflection events occur at 400-475 ms, 500-550 
ms, and 620-680 ms and are interpreted to correspond with the top of the Quaternary 
gravel, top of the Eocene Jackson Formation, and the top of the Eocene Claiborne Group, 
based on local borehole data (Table 1). The vertical resolution were determined for these 
data as being 1.85 m, 2.11 m, and 4.55 m for the top of the Quaternary, top of the Eocene 
Jackson, and top of the Eocene Claiborne, respectively (Table 7). 
Table 7 Vertical resolution and detectable limit for the Phillippy SH-wave data set. 
Reflection Event Dominant 
Frequency 
(Hz) 
Dominant 
Wavelength, λ 
(m) 
Vertical 
Resolution 
(m) 
Detectable 
Limit (m) 
Top of Quaternary 
Gravel 
31.0 7.42 1.85 0.93 
Top of Eocene 
Jackson 
30.8 8.43 2.11 1.05 
Top of Eocene 
Claiborne Group 
30.8 9.09 4.55 2.27 
 
Qualitative analysis of these data indicates east-side-up displacement of the three 
reflectors across a 150 m wide zone of deformation spanning traces 100 to 175. The 
deformation zone is composed of at least five individual faults cross-cutting the three 
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reflectors. Between the individual faults, the reflectors have been warped and disrupted, 
with anticlines forming between several of the faults, especially at the top of the 
Quaternary Gravel (e.g. traces 100-120). The offset across the profile was determined by 
taking depth measurements at opposing ends of the survey. The deformation zone 
accommodates vertical displacements of 15 m, 20 m, and 24 m, for the top of the 
Quaternary gravel, top of the Eocene Jackson formation, and top of the Claiborne group, 
respectively.  
Fault A is located at trace 100 and defines the western margin of the deformation 
zone. The fault was interpreted based upon the dip reversal and onset of folding to the 
east of trace 100. Fault A clearly defines a change in dip between the eastern and western 
side of the profile across all three reflecting events and is interpreted to represent the near 
surface expression of fault A from the P-wave profile. The faults at traces 120, 138, 155 
and 175 were interpreted based upon coherency loss, dip reversal, and offset reflectors 
across all three reflection events. These faults are likely the near surface expression of the 
fault splay that stems off of fault A in the coincident P-wave profile, and they form a set 
of anticlinally folded, fault bounded blocks that appear similar to “extrusion” structures 
on the flanks of transpressional fault zones (Figure 8) (McClay and Bonora, 2001). The 
anticlines vary in structural amplitude from 2 m to 6 m, and they qualitatively appear to 
“stair-step” onto the top of the flower structure interpreted from the coincident P-wave 
profile. Validity of this interpretation was determined by comparing the lateral distance 
across the deformed zone from the SH-line with the distance between the two faults from 
the P-wave line. In the SH-wave line, the deformed area is calculated to be 150 m. This 
corresponds to a distance between faults that is equivalent to 50 traces of the Phillippy 
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Road P-wave line. This interpretation seems at least plausible, with the other likely 
interpretation being that the splay of fault A lies to the east of the SH-wave survey and 
that these faults are the upward continuation (and splays) of fault A from the Phillippy P-
wave line. To the east of the fault at trace 175, reflectors appear to smooth as they 
approach the center of the transpressional feature. 
At traces 22 and 48, trace kills have reduced fold considerably, and the anomalous 
amplitudes may be due to the reduced multiplicity of the signal. There does appear to be 
some deformation outside of the interpreted zone of faulting; a dip discontinuity and 
displaced Quaternary reflector around trace 60-64 suggests faulting. We interpret the 
fault to be a splay, but this interpretation is speculative and requires further investigation 
to confirm. 
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Figure 32 Un-interpreted Phillippy SH-wave stacked time profile. Reflection events are located between 400-475 ms, 500-550 ms, and 
620-680 ms and are interpreted to correspond with the top of the Quaternary gravel, top of the Eocene Jackson Formation, and the top 
of the Eocene Claiborne Group, respectively. 
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Figure 33 Un-interpreted Phillippy SH-wave stacked depth profile. Reflection events are located based on their position at trace 40 
because of the vertical offset within the profile. Reflectors are located at 46m, 70m, and 90 m and are interpreted to correspond with 
the top of the Quaternary gravel, top of the Eocene Jackson Formation, and the top of the Eocene Claiborne Group, respectively. 
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Figure 34 Interpreted Phillippy SH-wave stacked depth profile. Fault A appears to correlate with fault A from the P-wave data set 
(Figure 35). The en echelon faults bound antiformally warped reflectors. Stratigraphic correlations represented on the profile 
correspond to: (Qt) top of basal Quaternary, (Ej) top of the Eocene Jackson, and (Ec) top of the Eocene Claiborne Group. 
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Figure 35 Interpreted Phillippy Road seismic reflection depth profiles. Fault A appears to extend from Paleozoic bedrock into the 
Quaternary sediments. Stratigraphic correlations represented on the profile correspond to: (Qt) top of basal Quaternary, (Ej) top of the 
Eocene Jackson, (Ec) top of the Eocene Claiborne Group, (Tw) top of the Tertiary Wilcox Group, (K) top of the Cretaceous McNairy 
Sands, and (Pz) top of the Paleozoic bedrock.
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3.3 T-6 SH 
The T-6 SH-wave line is a 6-fold, 720 trace profile consisting of 360 shot points 
which represents 360 m in total subsurface sampling length (Figures 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 
41, and 42). We present the profile using a similar processing routine to the rest of the 
profiles presented here (Figures 36, 37, 38, and 42) and the same profiles, but with 
deconvolution processing steps performed (Table 5) (Figures 39, 40, and 41). The 
deconvolution stacked sections were not presented in interpreted form, but aided in the 
interpretations made (Figures 42 and 43). These data were acquired along a paved road 
that is oriented east-west in Proctor City, TN; coincident with Vibroseis points 118 to 124 
of the T-6 line by Sexton and Jones (1986) (Figure 43). The line was collected by the 
authors for this study in 2018.  
The T-6 SH-wave data set exhibits fair data quality, with extensive diffraction 
patterns and weak reflection coherency permeating the records. This is likely due to the 
unlithified sediment’s response to strong ground motion during paleo-earthquakes. The 
profile was collected entirely within the fault zone determined from the coincident T-6 P-
wave profile (Sexton and Jones, 1986), and is located at the intersection of the two most 
active faults in the NMSZ, so reflecting horizons in the shallow subsurface are likely 
degraded due to strong ground motion effects (e.g. layer mixing). These effects can 
reduce the reflection coefficient (Dix, 1952) of the horizon, by reducing the impedance 
contrast through mixing of unlithified sediments at the interface between the layers. 
Seismostratigraphic correlation was more difficult for this line because of the 
lower signal-to-noise ratio and relatively incoherent nature of the shallow reflection 
events. This severely deformed nature is likely due to the survey area being directly 
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above (Figure 11) the transpressional fault deformation imaged in the T-6 P-wave profile 
of Sexton and Jones (1986) (Figure 10). Reflection events occur between 260-320 ms, 
520-580 ms, and 600-630 ms are interpreted to correspond to the top of the basal 
Quaternary gravel, the top of the Eocene Jackson Formation, and the top of the Eocene 
Claiborne Group (Table 1). The resolution of the T-6 SH-wave line was calculated for 
each reflecting horizon and determined to be 1.125 m at the top of the Quaternary gravel, 
1.5 m at the top of the Eocene Jackson formation, and 1.76 m at the top of the Eocene 
Claiborne Group (Table 8). 
Table 8 Vertical resolution and detectable limit for the T-6 SH-wave data set. 
Reflection Event Dominant 
Frequency 
(Hz) 
Dominant 
Wavelength, λ 
(m) 
Vertical 
Resolution 
(m) 
Detectable 
Limit (m) 
Top of Quaternary 
Gravel 
46.65 4.5 1.13 0.563 
Top of Eocene 
Jackson 
46.51 6.0 1.50 0.75 
Top of Eocene 
Claiborne Group 
46.38 7.0 1.76 0.878 
Warped reflectors, dip reversals, diffraction patterns, coherency variations, and 
discontinuous reflection events are observed across the profile, suggesting fault-
controlled displacement. The most prominent feature is the ~ 150 m wide antiformally 
arched Eocene Jackson and Eocene Claiborne reflectors between traces 260 (Fault B) and 
550 (Fault C). The antiformal folding is also evident along the top of the Quaternary 
Gravel reflection event, although diffraction patterns and discontinuities make 
identification of the event difficult across the entire length of the profile. Total 
displacement between the crest of the anticline and the flanks of the profile indicate at 
least 16 m of vertical displacement at the top of the Eocene Jackson formation 
accommodated by the faulting. Additional antiformally warped reflection events are 
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contained within fault bounded horsts on either side of the main horst block. The 
deformation pattern of extruded blocks on the flanks of an antiformally folded horst 
block is similar to the “flower structure” (Figures 10, 11) interpretation of Woolery and 
Almayahi (2014).  
The fault located at trace 80 and labeled A is a near vertical fault interpreted 
primarily by dip reversal of both the top of the Quaternary gravel and top of the Eocene 
Jackson reflection events, along with vertical offset of the Eocene Jackson reflector. To 
the west of fault A, the reflectors appear to form a half-anticline, suggesting further 
structure located off the west end of the profile. The fault located at trace 260 and labeled 
B was interpreted based on dip reversal, vertical offset, and coherency loss of the three 
reflection events. The fault is near vertical, but both faults A and B dip slightly to the 
east. A horst block exhibiting anticlinal folding is located between faults A and B with 
structural amplitudes of 8 m, 7 m, and 5 m at the top of the Eocene Claiborne, top of the 
Eocene Jackson, and top of the Quaternary gravel, respectively. 
Fault C, located at trace 500, is a near vertical fault interpreted from dip reversals, 
diffraction patters, and coherency loss of reflectors between traces 540 to 560. Faults B 
and C bound the prominent anticline that the top of the Eocene Jackson and Eocene 
Claiborne reflectors exhibit between traces 260 and 550. The anticline displays 12 m, 12 
m, and 7 m of structural amplitude at the top of the Eocene Claiborne, top of the Eocene 
Jackson, and top of the Quaternary gravel, respectively.  To the east of fault C, two small 
displacement faults separate ~ 30 m wide blocks which have their reflectors folded into 
anticlines with 2 to 4 m of structural amplitude. 
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Together with fault C, these faults may indicate the location of the eastern flank 
of the flower structure at the T-6 location. This hypothesis is based upon the slight 
westward dip of the faults (as opposed to the eastward dip of faults A and B), in addition 
to observations made from the Phillippy SH-wave line suggesting the flower-structure 
flanking faults splay in the shallow section into narrow (30-40 m wide), anticlinally 
folded, fault bounded blocks. This structure is evident in analogue models of 
transpressional faulting (Figure 8) where splaying reverse faults form “extruded” 
structure (McClay and Bonora, 2001).  
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Figure 36  Un-interpreted T-6 SH-wave stacked time profile. Reflection events are located between 400-475 ms, 500-550 ms, and 
620-680 ms and are interpreted to correspond with the top of the Quaternary gravel, top of the Eocene Jackson Formation, and the top 
of the Eocene Claiborne Group, respectively.
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Figure 37 Un-interpreted T-6 SH-wave stacked depth profile. Reflection events are located between 28-40 m, 56-72 m, and 80-95 m 
and are interpreted to correspond with the top of the Quaternary gravel, top of the Eocene Jackson Formation, and the top of the 
Eocene Claiborne Group, respectively.
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Figure 38 Un-interpreted T-6 SH-wave stacked depth profile plotted at a 2x vertical exaggeration. Stratigraphic correlations are the 
same as Figure 37.
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Figure 39 Un-interpreted T-6 SH-wave stacked deconvolution time profile. Reflection events are located between 400-475 ms, 500-
550 ms, and 620-680 ms and are interpreted to correspond with the top of the Quaternary gravel, top of the Eocene Jackson 
Formation, and the top of the Eocene Claiborne Group, respectively.
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Figure 40 Un-interpreted T-6 SH-wave stacked deconvolution depth profile. Reflection events are located between 28-40 m, 56-72 m, 
and 80-95 m and are interpreted to correspond with the top of the Quaternary gravel, top of the Eocene Jackson Formation, and the top 
of the Eocene Claiborne Group, respectively.
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Figure 41 Un-interpreted T-6 SH-wave stacked deconvolution depth profile plotted at a 2x vertical exaggeration. Stratigraphic 
correlations are the same as Figure 40.
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Figure 42 Interpreted T-6 SH-wave depth profile. Stratigraphic correlations represented on the profile correspond to: (Qt) top of basal 
Quaternary, (Ej) top of the Eocene Jackson, and (Ec) top of the Eocene Claiborne Group. 
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Figure 43 Interpreted T-6 SH-wave depth profile showing its relationship to the coincident P-wave time profile. Stratigraphic 
correlations correspond to: (Qt) top of basal Quaternary, (Ej) top of the Eocene Jackson, (Ec) top of the Eocene Claiborne Group, 
(K)top of the Cretaceous, and (Pz) top of the Paleozoic.
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 DISCUSSION 
Pratt et al. (2012) put forth the hypothesis that the Axial shear zone continues to 
the northeast of RF based upon displacement imbalance between the seismogenic RF and 
the RS (Figure 4). Woolery and Almayahi (2014) investigated the validity of this 
hypothesis 12 km to the northeast of RF and found Quaternary-active faulting and 
associated deformation (Figure 5) indicative of transpressional displacement that is 
observed in strike-slip systems (Figure 8). They also correlated the faulting and 
deformation to a low-resolution industry seismic line (Figure 6) 34 km to the northeast of 
RF (Figure 7). Correlation back to the central seismic zone, in particular to the RF, was 
necessary to confirm the faulting cross-cut the RF and is accommodating through-going 
shear motion during Quaternary time (Figure 11). 
Previously interpreted northeast oriented faults coincident with the back-azimuth 
were present in two previously presented profiles, the T-6 and T-2 (Figure 10) (Frey, 
1979; Sexton and Jones, 1986). The interpreted northeast oriented fault appears to 
superimpose a broad (~400-600 m wide) zone of deformation that is consistent with 
features present in our high-resolution P-wave seismic profile at the Phillippy, TN 
location. In light of recent findings, as well as the findings of this study, we reinterpret 
the single fault interpretation of Frey (1979) and Sexton and Jones (1986) in favor of a 
~500 m wide zone of faulting similar in structure and offset to the P-wave line collected 
at Phillippy, TN. 
At the Phillippy, TN location, the flower structure is 500 m wide, with offsets of 
20 m and 50 m for the top of the Eocene and top of the Paleozoic reflectors, respectively. 
Two faults show evidence of thickening of the Cretaceous section that indicates either 
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syndepositional normal faulting or an out-of-plane reflector brought into focus by right-
lateral motion along the faults. Although the former is suggested by correlation of this 
layer thickening with interpreted thickening in the T-6 and T-2 lines (Figure 10), we 
cannot rule out the possibility that the latter is not true. The observed displacement values 
at the top of the Eocene and top of the Paleozoic of 20 m and 50 m, respectively, are 
similar to those (15 m and 75 m, respectively) interpreted by Woolery and Alamayahi 
(2014), and combined with the structural similarities this indicates the faults are most 
likely a part of the same system of strike-slip faults that extends to the northeast of RF 
(Figure 44). The variability in observed offsets should not be interpreted as excluding the 
relationship between the faults at the two locations because of the distance between the 
surveys and the off-line effects brought into focus by shear motion along the faults. In 
fact, Pratt et al. (2012) suggests variability of vertical offset should be expected in strike-
slip settings.  
Correlation with the back-projection confirms the findings of Woolery and 
Almayahi (2014) and extends the Axial shear zone to the northeast of RF for at least 34 
km. This extension provides evidence of shear accommodation which may be responsible 
for the strain imbalance described by Pratt et al. (2012). The minimum 16 m of vertical 
offset of the top of the Eocene reflector observed in our SH-wave profiles suggests that 
these faults are Quaternary-active, and paleo-seismic liquefaction evidence 35 km 
northeast of the RF suggests that a large magnitude event not focused on the RF has 
occurred during Holocene time (Saucier, 1991; Li et al., 1998), suggesting that the faults 
may continue to accommodate strain in light of recent activation of the RF (Van Arsdale, 
2000). In addition, a recent hypocentral determination study (Shumway, 2008) located 
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linear trends of micro-seismicity to the northeast of the RF in an area previously 
containing no identified faults, qualitatively appearing to match both the strike and spatial 
position of the faults identified here. Regardless, the positive identification of 
Quaternary-active faulting to the northeast of RF, correlation across numerous seismic 
reflection profiles over a ~34 km span (Woolery and Almayahi, 2014), and evidence of 
contemporary micro-seismicity extends the Axial shear zone northeast of the NMSZ for 
at least 34 km from the RF. 
Previous investigations (Hamilton and Zoback, 1982; Odum et al., 1998) 
interpreted several sets of faults striking northeast within the hangingwall block of the RF 
showing evidence of transpressional displacement. The high-resolution LiDAR survey 
presented here identifies a scarp anomaly associated with a single piercing point at the T-
6 location (Figure 9). This suggests that only one of the zones imaged by Odum et al. 
(1998) continues across the RF. Based on qualitative analysis of Odum et al. (1998) 
faults, we suggest that the F5 fault zone may be the through-going fault zone identified in 
this study (Figure 45). Further investigations west of the Reelfoot Scarp (around 
Tiptonville, TN) are necessary to confirm this. Another possibility is that two or more of 
the Odum et al. (1998) fault zones continue to the northeast across the RF. We consider 
this unlikely given the RF scarp anomaly identified in our LiDAR image (Figure 9), but 
cannot rule out the possibility due to the paucity of investigations to the northeast of the 
RF.  
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Figure 44 Location map showing the interpreted through-going Axial shear zone faults. 
The N~35°E striking fault zone is indicated on the map by the (to scale) dashed grey 
zone. 
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Figure 45 Odum et al (1998) faults (F1-F5) and their spatial relationship with the fault 
zone identified in this study. Red stars indicate survey locations where the through-going 
fault zone has been imaged (Woolery and Almayahi, 2014). 
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 CONCLUSIONS 
 Our results indicate an approximately 34-km-long Quaternary-active northeastern 
extension of a through-going Axial fault across the Reelfoot Fault. The extension is an 
~500-m-wide zone of fault strands, characterized as an arched transpressional flower 
structure bounded by near-vertical faults in the shallow subsurface. The structure is 
consistent with transpressional flower structures observed in analogue models of 
deformation above strike-slip faults. Determined vertical offsets at the top of the 
Paleozoic and top of Eocene reflectors are 50 m and at least 16 m, respectively. 
The faults imaged in the seismic reflection profiles are the near surface expression 
of the AF extending northeast across the RF stepover. They offer a strain accommodation 
solution for the existing strain imbalance described by Pratt et al. (2012), and support the 
a hypothesized interpretation of Woolery and Almayahi (2014) for an imaged fault 
structure ~12 km NE of the Reelfoot fault at Sassafras Ridge, KY, and Wolf Island, MO. 
In addition, the extension of the AF is concordant with recent kinematic modeling efforts 
to address the strain imbalance (e.g. Tavakoli et al., 2010; Pratt, 2012). The results 
indicate the AF has continued to accommodate right-lateral motion continuously through 
time, with only a portion of this motion being represented by vertical displacement of the 
Reelfoot Fault (Pratt et al., 2012). 
The findings of this study offer further constraints on seismic hazard source 
parameters for the NMSZ, particularly in this part of western Kentucky and southeastern 
Missouri where Quaternary-active faulting has not been previously identified. The 
interpreted piercing point segments the ~84 km RF (Van Arsdale et al., 2013) at Proctor 
City, TN. The determined length of the RNF is ~30 km, and the RSF is determined to be 
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~50 km in length. Using the Wells and Coppersmith (1994) relationship for determining 
maximum magnitude given a particular subsurface fault length, the maximum magnitude 
determined for these segment lengths are M6.5 and M6.9 for the RNF and RSF, 
respectively. The same analysis, applied to a ~140 km long AF produces a potential 
maximum moment magnitude of M7.57, although this value is speculative and assumes 
there is no AF segmentation and the entire length ruptures simultaneously. 
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